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1 Introduction

The goal of this paper is to propose simple, fast, secure and robust key manage-
ment between two parties. We separated key management problem into three
parts:

1. Creation of session-based type of keys, based on set of images, shared by
sender and recipient,

2. Finding types of images with entropy suitable for session-based type of keys,
and

3. Implementation with robust and secure key exchange properties, for creating
key encryption key (KEK), for session-based type of keys.

1.1 Creation of session-based type of keys

All modern ciphers, like AES[1] or RSA[2], implement Kerckhoffs’ principle [3]
and Shannon’s Maxim [4] that security of system is in security of secret key.
Therefore, secret keys needs to be safe.

There are two possible ways to attack cipher secret key. One is to try all
possible values of the key until the correct key is guessed, brute force attack. To
prevent this kind of attack key needs to be as long as possible. The other way
of attack is to try to get hold of the secret key.
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To protect secret key various key establishment protocols have been devel-
oped. They all address the problem of how to securely make secret key available
to all pairs that need to use it to encrypt messages.

In this paper we use multimedia files to establish secret key for encryption,
between two parties. There is no need to exchange keys. Keys are generated
from multimedia files that both sides have. This is similar to session-based or
one-time keys. Exchange parties have to exchange information on which set of
files they use, from time to time, which is similar to KEK.

It is not good enough to use any set of multimedia files for session-based
type of keys. Therefore, we had to discover adequate types of multimedia files
for that purpose.

1.2 Discovering types of multimedia files suitable for session-based
type of keys

Using entropy to measure randomness on series of data values is a well-accepted
statistical practice in information theory [4].

In information theory, entropy is a measure of uncertainty. Under this term
is commonly understood Shannon’s entropy (although her origin comes from
Pauli’s [5] and von Neumann’s quantum statistical mechanics [6]), which quan-
tifies the expected value of the information contained in the message, usually in
units such as bits.

According to Shannon, entropy H of any message or state is the following:

H = −K

n∑
i=1

pi log pi (1)

where pi is probability of the state i from n possible states, and K is an
optional constant.

By measuring entropy of different sets of multimedia files, we could also
measure randomness on the sets, and therefore we could discover adequate types
of multimedia files for session-based type of keys.

1.3 Implementation with secure and robust key exchange properties

GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG or GPG) is a General Public Licence (GPL) alter-
native to the Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) suite of cryptographic software. The
GNU General Public License (GNU GPL or GPL) is the most common used free
software license today. GPL allows freedom to use, study, share (copy), charge
and modify the software [7][8]. GPG is a part of the Free Software Founda-
tion’s GNU software project, and has received major funding from the German
government.

The implementation with secure and robust exchange properties, described in
this paper, proposes that the data set (i.e. sets and ordering of files) is first signed
and encrypted by GNU Privacy Guard (GnuPG or GPG), which is compliant
with RFC 4880[9], which is the current IETF standards track specification of
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OpenPGP. After that, secure message is converter into Quick Response (QR)
code.

GPG now supports RSA signing and encryption keys (inaddition to the older
DSA for signing and ElGamal for encryption methods). DSA signing keys are
limited to 1024 bit lengths, while RSA signing keys can be much longer (512 to
4096 bits are commonly used). In GnuPG version 2, the default is to create two
RSA keys for the account now, one for encryption and one for signing.

We use QR codes error correction levels (L up to 7% of damage, M up to
15% of damage, Q up to 25% of damage and H up to 30% of damage) for
including robustness in our proposition.

1.4 Our Contributions

Idea of this paper is to use a set of multimedia files, in order to establish secret
key for encryption, between two parties. With proposed approach, key space and
therefore key length, is virtually limitless.

In addition, there is no need to exchange keys. Keys are generated from
multimedia files that both sides have. Our idea is to use image bits directly from
files. Exchange parties have to exchange information on which set of files they
use, from time to time. This information can be updated dynamically, by using
encrypted channel that has been established.

The main question here is how securely exchange information on which set
of files parties use. The implementation of proposed key management, described
in this paper, proposes that the data set of files parties use, is first signed and
encrypted by GPG, and after that converted to QR code. GPG use RSA keys
for signing and encryption. Robustness of presented implementation is due to
QR code features, which are resistant to a certain level on errors.

1.5 Paper organization

The paper is organized as follows. Related work is addressed in section 2. Section
3 explains how to measure entropy in different video and audio media files.
Section 4 explains our idea on how to establish encryption keys. Conclusion and
discussion, as well as directions for future research work are in section 5.

2 Related work

We separated related work into two parts:

1. Creation of keys, and

2. QR codes, as a base for robustness.
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2.1 Related work on creation of keys

Basic issues of key establishment with various key transport and key agreement
protocols are well covered in books [11][12].

We use some concepts and ideas from both steganography and cryptography,
when we use multimedia files to establish secret key for encryption, between two
parties.

Steganography deals with ways of embedding secret messages on carrier me-
dia [13]. The characteristics of the carrier medium depend on the amount of
secret information that can be hidden, on the perceptibility of carrier media and
its robustness [14][15][16][17][18].

Different ideas on combining cryptography with steganography have ap-
peared [19][20][21][22][23][24]. One idea is to hide ciphertext within an image
using steganography, like it was proposed in [25]. To further complicate things
[26] proposes encrypting plaintext twice before hiding it in an image. Paper [27]
proposes doing encryption and hiding in one step, and saving time and resources.

According to authors’ best knowledge and available data, the focus of the
most of ideas is mainly on steganography, where cover medium is used as a
carrier.

Idea to use different kind of media files to generate cryptographic keys is
not new. Most of proposed solutions were to generate personalized keys based
on biometric features like fingerprint [28], voice [29] or face [30]. Good recent
overview of biometric key generation methods and issues can be found in [31].
However, all of ideas mentioned here requiring certain processing time, which
prolongs total encryption time. Again, our method borrows some ideas from this
area of research, but does not propose permanent personal keys, rather one time
session keys.

The most similar idea to the one we propose is expressed in [32]. Their
method uses image features for key generation. Process of key generation is rather
complicated, and requires time. They also use their own encryption algorithm.

Our idea is to use image bits directly.

2.2 Related work on QR codes

We use error correction levels embedded into QR code for improving robustness
of our secure information (on data set).

In the last few years we experienced a very large application of QR codes in
steganography, authentication and video watermarking. In [33], QR code and im-
age processing techniques are used to construct a nested steganography scheme.
A lossless data is embedded into a cover image. The data does not have any
distortion, when comparing with the extracted data and original data. Since
the extracted text is lossless, the error correction rate of QR encoding must be
carefully designed. Authors of [33] found out that 25% error correction rate is
suitable for the goal. This scheme is also robust to Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG) attacks.
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In [34] authors proposed a geo-location based QR-code authentication scheme
using mobile phone, to defeat against man-in-the-middle phishing attacks. The
proposed scheme provides convenience, mobility, and security for the user.

Paper [35], proposes a video watermarking with text data (verification mes-
sage) by using QR code. QR code is prepared to be watermarked by SVD (sin-
gular value decomposition) and DWT (Discrete Wavelet Transform). In addition
to that, logo/watermark gives the authorized ownership of video document.

3 How to measure randomness in different video and
audio media files

By using existing sets of already existing sources of media file types, which are
good enough from randomness perspective to be used in everyday practice, we
are shortening time for encryption/decryption, and therefore making the whole
encryption/decryption process faster.

3.1 Randomness Tests

In order to test which media file types are good enough from randomness per-
spective to be used in everyday practice, we were using different statistical tests
[36] [10], namely the following:

1. Entropy Test
Entropy originally was introduced in thermodynamics and Shannon applied
it on digital communications [4]. Entropy is a measure of the uncertainty in a
random variable in information theory, so we could interpret entropy as the
measurement of randomness. Shannon was interested in determining what
was theoretical maximum amount for file compression, i.e. more entropy
means less compression (and better quality of randomness) and vice versa.
We tested entropy as percentage, which means that results which are the
closest to 100% are the best.

2. Arithmetic Mean Test
Arithmetic Mean Test is simply the result of summing all of bits in tested
file and divide with the length of the file. If bits in tested file are close to
random, the result should be close to 0.5.

3. Serial Correlation Test
Serial Correlation Test measures coefficient or extent to which each byte in
tested file depends on the previous byte [36]. If the coefficient in tested file
are close to random, the result should be close to 0.

4. Lempel-Ziv Compression Test [37]
The purpose of the test is to determine if and how much of testing sequence
can be compressed. The sequence is considered to be random if it can not
be significantly compressed. If the sequence in tested file is close to random,
the result should be close to 0.
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3.2 Testing environment for randomness tests

Testing environment for randomness tests was set on laptop, with the following
hardware: CPU Intel Core i7-3610QM, CPU working frequency 2.30GHz, and
RAM memory 12 GB. The laptop had the following software installed: operating
system Windows 7 Professional Edition with SP1, and compiler Borland C++
version 5.02.

As a source for our testing sets of file types, we used the following sets: JPG,
WAV, FLV WEBM and MP3 set of files.

3.3 Testing procedure

We used compiler Borland C++ and adopted source code from [36] and we
created additional scripts for faster processing. Scripts are done in that way
that we use [36] not only for one file, but for the whole folder, so we made
efficiency and performance improvement for overall measurement process.

The measurement is done by running scripts, one time for each tested file
type, and after that we collected results. We extracted all tables and comparisons,
which are presented in next subsections of this paper, from collected results.

We used file indexes instead of real file names, due to space reduction and
better table data clarity. File size is given in bits, for calculating purposes.

3.4 Test Results

Test results are presented for two best suited types of files:

– FLV set of files, and

– WEBM set of files.

FLV Testing Test results for FLV file types are given in Table 1. As we could
see from the results, FLV files have very good test results, for the purpose of
this work, for all of four tests, as the following:

– File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from 99.9531 to 100.0000, which
is very close to 100.0000,

– Arithmetic mean varies from 0.4939 to 0.50004, which is very close to 0.5,

– Serial correlation varies from 0.001153 to 0.019413, which is very close to 0,
and

– Reduction of compression is expressed as a percentage and is not varying,
which means that is exactly equal to 0.
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Table 1. Results of Comparison for FLV files

File
Index

File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithmetic
Mean

Serial
Correlation

Compression
(%)

FLV1 149177272 99.9531 0.4872 0.019413 0

FLV2 59895888 99.9994 0.4985 0.005974 0

FLV3 158340880 99.9984 0.4977 0.00546 0

FLV4 700971952 100.0000 0.5004 0.001153 0

FLV5 33027968 99.9891 0.4939 0.012764 0

FLV6 361880112 99.9993 0.4985 0.003405 0

FLV7 460491968 99.9983 0.4975 0.00545 0

FLV8 309196744 100.0000 0.4999 0.002019 0

FLV9 58047696 99.9982 0.4975 0.005092 0

FLV10 156009472 99.9983 0.4975 0.00545 0

WEBM Testing Test results for WEBM file types are given in Table 2. As we
could see from the results, WEBM files have very good test results, very close to
FLV results, for the purpose of this work, for all of four tests, as the following:

– File entropy expressed as a percentage varies from 99.9295 to 99.9998, which
is very close to 100.0000,

– Arithmetic mean varies from 0.4844 to 0.4993, which is very close to 0.5,
– Serial correlation varies from 0.003173 to 0.014056, which is very close to 0,

and
– Reduction of compression is expressed as a percentage and is not varying,

which means that is exactly equal to 0.

4 Proposed implementation for key exchange

Parties in secret communication need to agree on a set of files (some kind of
keys) they are going to use for encryption. Therefore, it is a very important issue
of distribution of this ”master” key. We address that problem in the following
subsection.

4.1 Distribution of the ”master” key

We proposed a solution to the issue, of distribution of ”master” key.
We show by experiment that the best source for ”‘master”’ key are FLV/WEBM

files. Very good source of FLV files is YouTube website. All YouTube video files
could be accessed by the following Uniform Resource Locator (URL) syntax:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=key
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Table 2. Results of Comparison for WEBM files

File
Index

File Size Entropy
(%)

Arithmetic
Mean

Serial
Correlation

Compression
(%)

WEBM1 113135048 99.9295 0.4844 0.020691 0

WEBM2 1244183048 99.9998 0.4993 0.003173 0

WEBM3 311626752 99.9834 0.4924 0.005272 0

WEBM4 101210448 99.9960 0.4963 0.014056 0

WEBM5 365222584 99.9995 0.4986 0.011864 0

WEBM6 320629952 99.9969 0.4967 0.009266 0

WEBM7 228198976 99.9995 0.4987 0.006817 0

WEBM8 219042400 99.9909 0.4944 0.012517 0

WEBM9 314455432 99.9862 0.4931 0.006153 0

WEBM10 601979712 99.9976 0.4971 0.009781 0

where key is 11-alphanumeric YouTube video identification (ID), like, for
example, ”voLNA8LdcCw” (without quotes).

Our initial message (and the size of the set) has 256 key, i.e 256 file set is
described with 256 lines of 11-alphanumeric YouTube IDs.

By using YouTube IDs, we could access all format of video files from one place
and, depending of device and appropriate web browser, automatically show the
best fitted video format for device which is currently used.

In order to get specific video format from specific YouTube IDs, we need to
parse HyperText Markup Language (HTML) code for each of 256 YouTube IDs,
and identify exact URL locations for FLV/WEBM files.

Considering the fact that we have all information about complete file set
in one initial message, there is no need in this implementation to have sepa-
rate messages for file sets and orders. We show processes from both sender and
receiver side.

4.2 Distribution of the ”master” key - sender side

In Fig.1 we described secure exchange process, initiated from sender side.
The process from sender side consists of eight steps:

1. Prepare initial message by sender,
2. Sign and encrypt initial message with GPG,
3. Prepare/encode QR code,
4. Send QR code to recipient,
5. Receive QR code by recipient,
6. Decode QR code,
7. Decrypt and verify signature with GPG, and
8. Prepare/calculate identical copy of initial message.
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Fig. 1. Secure Key Exchange with QR code (sender side)
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The most important parts from sender side are located in the first and the
fourth step. We describe all steps in more details. After the last step is executed,
we have to let sender know, that recipient received initial message.

Prepare initial message by sender Initial message file consist of 256 lines. In
each line is 11-alphanumeric YouTube video identification (ID), plus additional
end of line characters, like line feed (LF) and carriage return (CR). The total of
3,328 bytes is used.

We could manually type into initial message file all of 256 lines (YouTube
IDs), but it not convenient. Although YouTube has a huge set of video files, it is
not correct that we just randomly generate 256 of 11-alphanumeric IDs, because
some of IDs generated on that way will no exist. We have to be sure that all of
11-alphanumeric IDs really exist on YouTube site.

Therefore, we suggest the following steps for creation of non-manual initial
message file.

1. Randomly create 256 three-character (al least) strings,
2. Fetch from YouTube site pseudo-random chosen video, for each of three-

character (al least) string, by using YouTube application programming in-
terface (API),

3. Extract YouTube ID, for all of fetched YouTube videos.

Sign and encrypt initial message with GPG We used GPG4Win command-
line utility gpg.exe, together with appropriate parameters, for signing and en-
crypting of initial message.

The syntax for signing and encrypting is the following:

gpg –armor –recipient Damir –encrypt –sign keys.txt

where Damir is recipient name, and keys.txt contains the initial message file.

Prepare/encode QR code For QR codes, we used compiler Microsoft Studio
2005, Visual C# part of the Studio, and adopted source code from [38], by
making command-line applications. We were making additional batch scripts for
easier usage. Scripts are done in that way that we write in advance parameters
needed for command-line application, so we made efficiency and performance
improvement for overall measurement process.

The syntax for creating QR code is the following:

QRCodeConsoleApp.exe keys.txt.asc jpg keys.jpg

where QRCodeConsoleApp.exe is name for QR code console application,
keys.txt.asc contains GPG-signed and encrypted initial message file, jpg is type
of graphical format used for QR code and keys.jpg if file name for created QR
code.
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Send QR code to recipient While sender is sending QR code to the recipient,
an adversary could only listen (passive adversary), in order to try to learn more
about messages exchanged. Adversary could try to put some noise into commu-
nication channel, or deliberately change some bits in the message, in order to
prevent communication (active adversary).

Robustness of proposed key exchange is in the fact that we still can decode
original (ciphertext) message, although QR code is damaged. Damage recovery
is dependent on error level correction which we use during QR code encoding.

Receive QR code by recipient Recipient receives QR code and he does not
know if QR code is sent by sender or not. In order to check it, recipient first has
to decode QR code.

Decode QR code Result of decoding QR code should be (identical copy of)
the initial message file. However, recipient still does not know if initial message
is send by sender or not. In order to check it, recipient has to decrypt and verify
signature with GPG.

Decrypt and verify signature with GPG The syntax for decrypting and
verifying initial message is the following:

gpg –output decrypt-keys.txt –decrypt keys.txt.asc

where keys.txt.asc is GPG-signed and encrypted message, and decrypt-keys.txt
contains (identical copy of) the initial message file, if sender signature is verified.

Prepare/calculate identical copy of initial message After confirming au-
thenticity of (identical copy of) the initial message file, the result of previous
step is creating decrypt-keys.txt file, which contains decrypted (identical copy
of) the initial message file.

4.3 Distribution of the ”master” key - recipient side

The process from recipient side consists of six steps:

1. Sign and encrypt (identical copy of) initial message with GPG,
2. Prepare/encode QR code,
3. Send QR code to sender,
4. Receive QR code by sender,
5. Decode QR code, and
6. Decrypt and verify signature with GPG.

It is important to stress here that it is not enough just to sign (identical copy
of) initial message with GPG, but the message must be signed and encrypted,
in order to preserve secrecy of the message.

As soon as sender decrypt and verify signature with GPG, which is send
from recipient side as an acknowledgment of receiving ordered set of files, secret
message communication could begin.
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4.4 Secret message communication

As soon as sender and a recipient securely exchange an information of ordered
set of files that are, individually, much bigger then messages being exchanged,
secret message communication could start.

For each message to be encrypted the sender picks a file from the set and a
position within that file. The bits of a plaintext message are XOR-ed with the
bits of the selected file from the selected position to generate a ciphertext. The
ciphertext with an index of the selected file and the position within the file is
sent to the recipient. Using the index and the position, recipient can transform
the ciphertext back to plaintext by XOR-ing it with the bits of the same file
from the same position.

We describe formal model in the following subsection.

Formal model Formal model of secret message has the following notation:

– k - key space (FLV files),

– Pk - ordered set of files P from key space k,

– i - file index i,

– Pi - selected file i from ordered set of files P ,

– p - starting position p in bits in file Pi,

– bPi(j) - bit j in file Pi,

– m - plaintext message only,

– LUH - length of unencrypted header,

– LEH - length of encrypted header,

– Lm - length of the plaintext message,

– LEF - length of encrypted footer,

– C - ciphertext message,

– bMj - bit j of to-be-encrypted header, plaintext message and to-be-encrypted
footer,

– bCj - bit j of encrypted header, ciphertext message and encrypted footer.

Using above notation, encryption for part of secret message which is to-be-
encrypted can be expressed with:

Algorithm 1 Encryption for part of secret message which is to-be-encrypted

1: for j = 1 to (LEH + Lm + LEF ) do
2: bCj = bMj ⊕ bPi(p + j − 1)
3: end for

Similarly, decryption for part of secret message which is encrypted can be
expressed with:
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Algorithm 2 Decryption for part of secret message which is encrypted

1: for j = 1 to (LEH + Lm + LEF ) do
2: bMj = bCj ⊕ bPi(p + j − 1)
3: end for

Message format Since messages with a ciphertext need to include file index
i and starting position p, within unencrypted part of the message, we defined
message format, for implementation we created.

The structure of unencrypted part of the header of the message is given in
Table 3.

Table 3. The structure of unencrypted part of the header of the message

Header field description Length

File index i 1 byte

Position p in file Pi 4 bytes

The structure of encrypted part of the header of the message is in Table 4.

Table 4. The structure of encrypted part of the header of the message

Header field description Length

Datetime stamp sender 8 bytes

Datetime stamp recipient 8 bytes

The structure of encrypted footer of the message is given in Table 5.

Table 5. The structure of encrypted footer of the message

Footer field description Length

Secure Hash Algorithm-1 (SHA-1) of the whole message 20 bytes

Secure Hash Algorithm-1 (SHA-1) of the file used for encryption 20 bytes

The structure of the message is given in Table 6.

4.5 Security analysis

It is obvious that security of proposed key exchange method is in secrecy of a
set of files. The set of files might be considered as a master key or some sort
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Table 6. The structure of the message

Field description Length

Unencrypted header 5 bytes

Encrypted header 16 bytes

Bits of ciphertext L - length of plaintext/ciphertext in bits

Encrypted footer 40 bytes

of key encryption key, while the bits of files used to encrypt messages have a
role of session keys. Key size of this master key is practically limitless since the
number of possible file sets is practically limitless. There are implementation
issues regarding the size of the set and the size of the files that might limit the
possible size of this ”master” key for a particular implementation.

A third party that monitors the communication channel can capture the
ciphertext, the index and the position. The index and the position are of no
value without knowledge of the file set. The ciphertext is the result of XOR-ing
plaintext message with the key, the bits form the selected file, that is the same
length as the message. Since each message is encrypted with a different key, that
has the same length as the message, our method resembles one-time pads.

Message format described assumes that there are maximum of 256 files in
set (File index is 1 byte long), meaning 256! of permutations for selected file
set. Position is defined with four bytes that allows for 232, over 4 billion, posi-
tions. Encrypted header contains encrypted time stamps for sender and recipient.
Encrypted footer is SHA-1 hash for the complete message. The session key is
selected from key space of randomly selected FLV files.

The attacker could only find out unencrypted part of the header of the
message, i.e. file number and position in the file. The attacker can not de-
crypt the message, since he has no knowledge about KEK. However, the at-
tacker/adversary could change unencrypted part of the header of the message,
and therefore prevent communication between two parties.

Therefore, we use encrypted footer. Within encrypted footer we have two
SHA-1 hash values. The first SHA-1 hash protects the whole message, including
timestamps from sender and recipient, which could prevent replay attack. By
calculating SHA-1 hash of received message on recipient side, we could also know
if any other attempt was made, in order to change the message, by comparing
calculated SHA-1 hash value with the first SHA-1 hash value in encrypted footer
of the message received.

The second SHA-1 hash is calculated from the file which is used for encryp-
tion/decryption. The file is downloaded from YouTube site, at different time, on
sender and recipient sides. In order to be sure that sender and recipient have the
same file for encryption/decryption, we calculate SHA-1 hash and use it during
secure communication.

We describe in Section 3 how to measure entropy in different video and audio
media files. In a case that the set of files used to encrypt the message is revealed
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in future, it is possible to decrypt the message for anyone with an access to
the set and the encrypted message with the index and the position. However,
considering the fact that we are using GPG with RSA keys for signing and
encrypting, we consider our proposition safe and secure.

5 Conclusion

Key management presented in this paper is simple and fast. Presented solution
resembles One-Time-Pads (OTP). Each message is encrypted with a different
key. A length of the key is the same as the length of the message. Parties in secret
communication need only to have an ordered set of files that are, individually,
much bigger than messages being exchanged.

Easily available sets of already existing sources of media file types were tested
on entropy. Files with content that is random could be the source for short lived
cryptographic keys. Otherwise, key generation could take time. Using such files
could make the whole encryption/decryption process faster.

Entropy/randomness measuring was performed using different statistical tests.
Testing showed that FLV set of files, compared with all other above mentioned
audio and video files, have the best results for all given statistical tests.

Each user is distributed with a unique and secret RSA key pair. Using RSA
key pairs is reasonable, because of its general acceptance and safety checked
during long time. However, it is only used in a minimum volume, not in full
capacity, like in transport of symmetric keys, where we have to have keys longer
than 2048 bits. In this paper is not an essence of RSA keys to protect keys,
because, if that protection is broken, an adversary does not get key (which re-
sembles OTP). In this paper, RSA has, except protective function, an important
aspect in the phase of creating non-repudiation.

Key exchange implemented is not only secure, but also more robust. The
most of well-known and widely-used cryptographic techniques are out of order,
if we change a single bit of secret message. Therefore, we use QR code to add
robustness/self-healing feature, up to a certain level, to our solution.

Robustness of presented implementation is due to QR code features, based
on Reed-Solomon error correction codes, which are resistant to a certain level
on errors. In our case we showed that we could use up to 25 percent error level
correction, due to the length of the message (information on ordered set of files).

Our future work is oriented mostly towards transformation of the imple-
mentation to other platforms/operating systems, like Android, Windows Mobile
platform or IOS, and compare performances from smartphone platform(s) to
laptop/desktop platform based on Windows operating system.
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